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I want to know, Mr. President, why the [Indian Reorganization Act] is being
forced on the [Meskwaki] Indian tribe of Tama, Iowa…This tract of land, upon
which my tribe dwells, is communally owned by the [Meskwaki] Indians,
purchased with their ancestors’ own money. Therefore, we have the right to,
through the right of ownership, decide how our affairs should be handled….Every
member of my tribe has a right, a right of ownership of the land on which we live,
to the disposal of our affairs as he sees fit. Therefore, every individual Indian
should be in favor of the bill in question before it can be applied on the
[Meskwaki] Indian land.
— John Tataposh (Meskwaki) to Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 19381

This project historicizes Meskwaki tribal sovereignty and self-determination between
1856 and 1937. American Indian tribes have struggled to protect their sovereignty and survive
the continual onslaught of American political, economic, and cultural dominance since at least
the mid-nineteenth century. Accordingly, many scholars seek to understand the relationships,
both historical and contemporary, between tribes and the state and federal entities that surround
them. Scholars have recently woven the conceptual threads of tribal self-governance and
sovereignty with tribal land, cash, and other material resources into a complex socio-political
fabric.2 A tribe’s ability to leverage such resources against non-tribal influences closely relates
to the effective exercise of their sovereignty in this multi-patterned web.3 In 1856, the Meskwaki
returned to the state of Iowa and later purchased eighty acres of land. In 1937, they ratified a
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tribal constitution under the auspices of the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) of 1934. 4 This
essay looks between those dates to explore the connections between Meskwaki sovereignty and
their most valuable material resource: the land they call home. The tribe holds a unique place
within the broad, tumultuous currents of national Indian policy, and though many parallels exist
between theirs and other tribal histories, so do key differences. The Meskwaki John Tataposh
explicates above how his tribe purchased their land and sees itself as unique among tribes in
Native North America. At the time of his writing, as today, most Native groups live on federallyassigned reservations, but the Meskwaki live on a “settlement” which has grown from roughly
three thousand acres in Tataposh’s time, to more than seven thousand today.
The story of the Meskwaki settlement breaks from conventional analytic frameworks that
have structured standard narratives of Native history. To date, much scholarship has focused on
what one might call a “reservation narrative,” which has shaped contemporary understandings of
tribal political status.

The reservation narrative is central to what Native scholar Craig Howe

calls “Indian history.” Such histories “implicitly define Indian as a collective term for all
indigenous peoples” and attempt to synthesize large swaths of Native experience. 5 Nineteenthcentury Meskwaki efforts to establish a land base diverge from other reservation narratives, and
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reveal specific strategies the tribal council employed to exercise, strengthen, and preserve tribal
sovereignty and self-governance in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.6
Reservations are part of the general narrative of federal Indian policy. Since contact,
European powers and settlers societies have expropriated Native lands and greatly reduced their
territories. Treaties between Indian tribes and the British and United States that recognized tribal
sovereignty were broken regularly. The U.S. government initiated a violent removal process in
the 1820s that forced tribes from their homelands to other parts of the country, and removed
some several more times. Though the formal removal officially ended in the 1840s, it effectively
continued for some forty years as the federal government struggled to subdue Native resistance
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movements across the American West. Westward expansion, U.S. militarism, and assimilative
policies assaulted tribal economies, cultures, and political systems. The 1887 General Allotment
Act further reduced reservations, imposed individual allotments, and opened remaining “surplus”
lands to homesteaders. John Collier, Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s Commissioner of Indian
Affairs and a strong critic of U.S. Indian policy, launched the “Indian New Deal.” Collier’s most
radical proposal to fully reverse allotment never came to fruition, but he successfully
implemented the re-establishment of tribal governments. OIA interest in tribal self-governance
waned in the 1940s, and the federal government terminated several tribes of their recognized
status in a final, assimilatory sweep that lasted to the early 1970s. By the mid-1970s, federal
policy shifted toward “self-determination,” which tribes embraced a solution to the problem of
BIA management of tribal affairs.7
Historian Angela Keysor describes the important role land plays in Meskwaki identity,
noting the palpable connection between “land ownership and autonomy” that permeates the tribal
political culture.8 But what real implications does this focus on landownership hold? The trust
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status of Meskwaki land is similar to the status of other tribal lands held in trust by the United
States in that private sale by individual tribal members or others is prohibited in both cases.
Beyond enforcing this aspect of the trust arrangement, the state of Iowa had little interest in tribal
affairs or exerting control over the tribe’s use of their lands. The terms of Meskwaki landholding
in Iowa and non-interference by the state gave the tribe room to take control of their own affairs,
for which they were prepared. The institution of the tribal council had remained intact and the
people had continued to entrust their affairs to it. The state/tribal trust agreement provided a
form of landownership which supplied the Meskwaki with a material tool that bolstered their
sovereignty.9
Tribal sovereignty describes the authority held by Native groups, like the Meskwaki, that
constitute “a distinct political entity which exercises a measure of jurisdictional power over a
specific territory.”10 This sovereignty existed before European contact, and each time colonizing
nations like the U.S. entered into bilateral treaties and other agreements with Native peoples,
they recognized and reaffirmed it. However, as Indian law scholar Frank Pommersheim argues,
“tribal sovereignty was (partially) recognized within the [U.S.] Constitution, but without
sufficient national commitment, understanding, or adequate safeguard to vouchsafe it against the

notes that “[t]he [Meskwaki] sought to remedy this variant use of terms by protesting to the state government of
Iowa. Various references occur in manuscripts and correspondence indicating that the [Meskwaki] personally
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protracted efforts, there is no indication that [Meskwaki] efforts to be recognized as full land owners were met with
any type of official response. The refusal of the legal authorities to acknowledge the land rights of the [Meskwaki],
not only resulted in lack of a legal identity for land ownership, but also contributed to a feeling of insecurity among
the [tribe’s] people…[and] [a]n unidentified [Meskwaki] sum[med] up this frustration by reportedly stating to an
Iowa City legal official, ‘When a white man wants to buy land, you don’t ask him why, you just take his money. We
have money.’”
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tides of national expansion and exploitation."11 The federal government tried hard to extinguish
it numerous times -- a process that diminished Native self-governance and was “rooted…[in] a
colonialism in which a ‘conquered people’ [like Native Americans] only has authority at the
‘sufferance’ of the ‘conqueror.’”12 These efforts spanned over two centuries and, though never
fully successful, severely damaged many Native communities.13 Felix S. Cohen, an architect of
the Indian New Deal, reflected on the shift toward self-governance encased in the new policies
and described it simply as “that form of government in which decisions are made…by the people
who are most directly affected by” them.14
Initially, the state’s disinterest in controlling Meskwaki internal affairs and the
contiguous land base gave the tribe political and physical space to segregate themselves. Such
separation has been explored in the context of reservation boundaries, and historian Jacki
Thompson Rand notes that for some tribal groups, “the significance of the boundary is not
whether it kept people in or out but how daily life required them to transcend it.” For others,
boundaries “imposed a segregation from mainstream American society that reinforced tribal
cultures and identities.”15

Such segregation, by implication, protected forms of tribal
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sovereignty: despite the strong federal presence, tribes have proven their ability to use
reservations as tribal enclaves not fully susceptible to outside social, cultural, and political
influence. Kevin Bruyneel recently extended the discussion of boundaries, arguing that Native
peoples resist American colonial rule across a “third space of sovereignty” which “resides
neither simply inside nor outside the American political system but rather exists on these very
boundaries, exposing both the practices and the contingencies of American colonial rule.”16
The clear social and political sovereignty maintained by the tribe in the first four decades
after the state/tribal trust agreement permits an exploration of the period as a third space of
sovereignty. The State of Iowa transferred the settlement into trust with the federal government
in 1896 and the tribe’s quality of self-governance changed, but not solely because of the change
in status. The BIA had entered into an aggressive period aimed at destroying the last vestiges of
tribal sovereignty. A poorly timed political crisis planted the seeds of discord within the tribe.
All conspired to challenge Meskwaki self-governance. An opportunity to reaffirm their
sovereignty in the 1930s opened up a Meskwaki political conflict framed in the discourse of
cultural criticism and personal politics that spilled over a sensitive conversation about the
meanings and forms of self-governance. The conversation continues to this day.

Land and Sovereignty
The Meskwaki land purchase established an anchor for the exercise of tribal sovereignty
upon their return to Iowa. On this land, the tribe built a central village and a dynamic, mixed
subsistence economy, governed their internal affairs, and cultivated relations with the United
States and the State of Iowa. On one hand, they founded a generally cooperative, if ambiguous,
relationship with the state of Iowa: the state held the tribal lands in trust after 1857, but did not
16
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interfere in tribal affairs, despite anti-tribal agitation expressed by some white citizens. On the
other, the federal government set upon assimilating the Meskwaki into white society and even
attempted to force the Meskwaki out of Iowa by stripping their federal recognition in 1856.
When this strategy failed, the government re-established the tribe’s federal recognition in 1866
and constructed an OIA agency in a nearby town. The OIA monitored the tribe from this post
and, in keeping with broader policies, continued its oppressive crusade against the Meskwaki
into the 1930s. Indeed, for their first forty years back in Iowa, the tribe maintained a unique
level of autonomy in an era noted for the federal government’s continual interference in the life
and governance of Native peoples across the country. The Meskwaki recognition of land as a
material anchor for political power, and therefore, a valuable tool for asserting tribal sovereignty,
played a central role in that effort.
The brunt of American westward expansion reached the Meskwaki in the early 1830s,
culminating in their temporary removal to Kansas. Nationwide, the unscrupulous policy of
“Indian removal” relocated approximately eighty thousand Native people from their homelands.
The U.S. carried out the policy under the Indian Removal Act of 1830, a process infamously
illustrated by the 1838-39’s “Trail of Tears.”17

Keeping with this policy, the government

removed some 1,271 Meskwaki, along with their close ally, the Sauk, to the Indian Territory in
present-day Kansas, beginning in 1842.18

There, both tribes faced constant “pressures of

allotment and Christian conversion” and saw their population decimated by disease. Some three
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hundred members died of pneumonia and smallpox in 1852 alone, and by the end of the decade,
only about three hundred remained.19 Dissatisfied with their situation and fearful that another
removal further south into the Indian Territory lay on the horizon, several dozen Meskwaki left
Kansas in 1856. The group returned to Iowa, joined a sparing few tribal members that had
refused to leave during the initial removal, and spent several years scattered throughout the Iowa
countryside.20
Funds stockpiled from handicrafts sales and annuity payments from an earlier treaty with
the federal government allowed the purchase of a small tract of land from an Iowa farmer in
1857. This tract quickly became the base from which the Meskwaki re-established their tribal
community.21 Tribal members from Kansas and other parts of Iowa slowly assembled during the
settlement’s first decade and eventually established a central village along the west bank of the
Iowa River.22 This land base allowed tribal members to stabilize the population. Furthermore,
its boundaries demarked a sovereign tribal enclave, and as Meskwaki historian Johnathan L.
Buffalo argues, the village’s establishment played a key role in re-unifying his tribe after two
disjunctive decades.23
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A “chief’s council” composed of men representing each tribal clan governed the
settlement. Chiefs did not govern as absolute rulers. They exerted influence “by force of
personality” rather than the innate power of the chieftainship, and “the chief, for all of his
imputed authority, was primarily the spokesman for the tribe, and his power was directive, not
coercive.”24 More precisely, the tribe conducted business communally, and went into council
when decisions on specific “business of the moment [needed to be] transacted.”25 The chief
represented a specific clan, but also served as the tribe’s main leader, Adult Meskwaki “voted”
by offering opinions to clan leaders outside the council, but only council members were involved
in the final decision-making process -- the results of which were generally respected and adhered
to by the tribe.26
The Meskwaki also established a dynamic, self-sustaining economy based on seasonal
work that provided sustenance and cash for transactions in surrounding communities. Men
hunted, occasionally fished, and availed themselves of day labor on local non-Indian farms or
undertook an artisan craft like saddle making or canoe carving. Women fashioned hand-made
jewelry and other crafts for sale at local markets, grew “corn, beans, squash, and pumpkins” in
gardens established at the central village, and gathered wild nuts, berries, and potatoes. They
also cleaned game, tanned skins, cooked, supervised children, and made clothing. Meskwaki
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also frequently traded with members of regional Menominee and Winnebago tribes for goods
like wild rice.27 Furthermore, they maintained contact with non-Indians and merchants, and
purchased or traded for items such as “pan-cakes and coffee…cups and saucers, plates and other
kinds of table-ware [as well as] kettle[s], ovens, pots and pans.”28 Most chose to live in wickiupstyle homes, and as late as 1905 three-fourths of all dwellings “more closely resembled a more
traditional Meskwaki wickiup.” At the dawn of the twentieth century, only about fifteen framed
houses stood on the settlement.29 All of this was seasonally based; after each autumn harvest,
they left the village and organized into small groups composed of extended kin and hunted to
sustain themselves through the winter.30
The tribe had established a sustainable economic and tribal political system, but it
continued to struggle to negotiate its political relationships with the state and federal
governments during its first decade back in Iowa. First, the return itself had initially been legally
and politically problematic. Tribal members had resolved to purchase the settlement out of
necessity, following a federal decision not to assign lands after they fled the Indian Territory. 31
Purchasing land proved challenging, however, because several Meskwaki had signed the 1842
removal treaty, thereby agreeing that the tribe would leave Iowa permanently.

Therefore,

Meskwaki could not legally buy land in the state.32
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Further complicating matters, local whites opposed the tribe’s residency. Though no
whites seem to have minded a few errant Natives inhabiting the rural woodlands, they developed
an aversion to the idea of an enclave of Meskwaki establishing themselves in proximity to white
communities. Even before the tribe attempted to buy the settlement, some whites petitioned
Iowa Governor James W. Grimes, arguing that “Indians” in general “were a constant annoyance
to the citizens of [certain] counties -- destroying their stock -- stealing their grain and provisions
-- threatening their lives and in some instances committing robbery and murder,” and called for
forced re-removal.33 The majority of whites, however, supported the Meskwaki as “[c]ivil
Indians,” with some noting that “the Majority of the Citizens…[had] no objection” to the tribal
return.34 The state government eventually sided with the latter, and in 1856, passed a resolution
allowing the tribe to remain in Iowa.35
The State was still obligated to comply with the 1842 Treaty prohibition of the tribe’s
return to Iowa. The state and the tribe brokered an agreement in which Grimes purchased the
eighty acres on the tribe’s behalf and held it in trust on the condition that the Meskwaki paid
state property taxes and “abide[d] by the laws of the state.”36 This trust status meant that the
Meskwaki depended on the state’s willingness to let them exist within its borders. Fortunately
for the tribe, the state government remained fairly complacent and made virtually no efforts to
33
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alter the agreement or impose upon Meskwaki self-governance until the very end of the
nineteenth century. This, as well as the state’s cooperation with the tribe in the first place, can
most likely be attributed to the tribe’s rural location, their small population that reached just over
250 in the 1860s, and the fact that it existed in tranquility with surrounding communities and
paid the required property taxes.37
Having overcome initial complication concerning the land purchase, a cooperative
relationship between the tribe and state evolved which allowed the Meskwaki to remain virtually
autonomous. Iowa held jurisdiction over most criminal offenses committed by tribal members
against whites, but did not intervene in cases involving only Meskwaki people. The Major
Crimes Act of 1885, however, established federal jurisdiction over specific crimes which applied
to the settlement. The state maintained a position of “oversight of the financial dealings of the
tribe,” but rarely exercised its authority. Overall, according to Meskwaki politician and author
Donald Wanatee, his tribe governed themselves from a position of “substantial political equality
with their White neighbors” until the last decade of the nineteenth century.38
The Meskwaki relationship with the federal government, on the other hand, proved
enduringly tempestuous. The U.S. deployed two strategies to assimilate the Meskwaki during its
first ten years back in Iowa. First, the U.S. had withdrawn recognition from the tribe upon their
exodus from the Indian Territory in 1856. This left them “bereft of treaty annuities and other
forms of federal support,” a tactic presumably predicated on the OIA’s assumption that the tribe
would be unable to sustain itself, and would eventually return to Kansas where it could be easily
37
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controlled.39 But the tribe did not suffer dramatically without their annuities; they subsisted.
Still, the government viewed the Meskwaki village lifestyle as illegitimate, “barbarous,” and
contradictory to the “march of civilization” that undergirded federal policy, and sought other
means to facilitate assimilation.40
Launching their second strategy to assimilate the Meskwaki, the U.S. restored the tribe to
federally-recognized status in 1866. This allowed the government to once again monitor the
tribe as a “domestic dependent nation,” as described in the infamous 1823 Supreme Court case,
Johnson v. McIntosh.41 Accordingly, the OIA constructed an agency office in Toledo, and
assigned the tribe an agent named Leander Clark. His primary responsibility was to pay tribal
members the reinstated annuities that accompanied re-recognition, which he believed “would
relieve [the Meskwaki] from their…squalid condition” and precipitate “teaching them to talk and
write [in English] and [aid] the introduction of industrial pursuits amongst them.” 42 Clark’s
statement illustrates his implicit duty to further the project of assimilation among the Meskwaki,
which he and his successors did without pause over the subsequent six decades.
The OIA believed annuity payments would assimilate the Meskwaki further into the
white, cash economy, but the tribe chose instead to use annuity revenues to expand its land base.
Beginning 1867, the chief’s council focused on buying property to feed what historian Richard
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Brown calls “an almost fanatic desire to increase the size of their [land] holdings.”43 They
increased the settlement from eighty to 3,253 acres between then and 1915, almost always
financed by federal annuities and income earned from trapping.44
Following anthropologist Jessica R. Cattelino’s assertion that that “sovereignty takes
material form and is built with material resources,” it is clear that by expanding the area under
tribal control, the tribe stabilized the population, gained a valuable resource for cultivation,
gathering, hunting, and fishing, and prepared for future population growth.45 Their unique form
of land ownership, then, bolstered both the physical and theoretical boundaries of the sovereign
Meskwaki enclave.
The autonomy that accompanied these purchases saved the Meskwaki from two of the
most destructive epochs in the history of federal Indian policy. As noted, the Meskwaki had
successfully settled in Iowa by 1857 without conflict or violence, and were therefore largely
unaffected by the approximately 1,400 military engagements that occurred between Native and
non-Native peoples across the country between 1850 and 1890.

Instead, they maintained

generally peaceful relations with their roughly fifteen-thousand white neighbors.46 Following the
so-called “Indian Wars,” the 1887 Dawes Act reduced the American Indian land base. Indeed,
according to Stuart Banner, “between 1887 and 1934 [when allotment ended], the Indians [of
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North America] lost most of their remaining land -- 86 million acres out of the 138 million in
their possession in 1887.”47 The Meskwaki escaped this fate precisely because the state/tribal
trust insulated them from the unilateral authority Congress held over federally-assigned
reservations. Their unique settlement status protected the tribe from the physical incursions of
war and dispossession, but the federal-trust relationship opened the tribe to OIA influence.
Despite the settlement’s progress, the agency continued to treat the Meskwaki as
“uncivilized” Indians.” From its office just four miles away in the town of Toledo, the OIA
adhered to President Ulysses S. Grant’s “Peace Policy,” which attempted to fuse religious
conversion with education, all in the pursuit of “civiliz[ing]...individual natives into [becoming]
docile believers in American progress.”48 Regardless, most Meskwaki continued to live in or
near the village until the OIA burned it to control an outbreak of smallpox that claimed nearly
fifty lives in 1901, forcing their dispersal onto individual plots scattered throughout the
settlement.49 Because the settlement was, and remains, communally owned, no Meskwaki held
individual title to their plot. Even following the fire, then, the tribe refused the agency’s vision
for the kind of individual agrarian economy it believed would hasten assimilation. Instead, they
followed a system of use-rights where “individual families picked out parcels on which to farm
or build houses [and] gradually, families began to pass on to their heirs the land they had
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selected, and the heirs continued to farm or live on it.”50

The tribe managed the land

independently and rejecting OIA reforms, the tribe maintained a practice of self-governance.
Another long-term assimilatory strategy focused on religious conversion. Leander Clark
advocated for the establishment of a missionary school to meet this end, so the OIA worked in
conjunction with “delegates from all the Evangelical churches in Tama County” to construct and
organize “the benevolent work” of civilizing the Meskwaki at a Presbyterian mission they built
near the settlement around 1883.51 “[E]ducation and progress,” Clark and the OIA believed,
could “only be produced by a well-directed and persistent effort,” which they relentlessly made
throughout the period.52
The Meskwaki ignored the agency’s overtures. They continued to conduct ceremonies
according to custom, maintained staunch opposition to non-Indian education, and refused to end
the winter-camp custom when the OIA tried to persuade them to take up a more sedentary,
agricultural lifestyle.

The Meskwaki even forced the closure of an OIA school that was

constructed on the settlement in 1875, after the few tribal children who did enroll “left with their
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parents to go on the winter hunt in the fall.”53 Additionally, the Meskwaki refused Christian
conversion, leading Clark to remark in 1868 about “the determined opposition on the part of
these Indians to any encroachment upon their old habits and customs, by any form of Christian
teachings.”54 Another OIA agent remarked about the tribe’s generally “friendly and peaceful
disposition” toward the agency, except in matters they viewed as “infringement[s] upon what is
deemed their religious belief or traditional laws and customs.” In such cases, the agent attested
to the vitality of the chief’s council which “zealously protest[ed]” on the tribe’s behalf.55
Periodic shifts in public opinion, reflecting local whites’ dissatisfaction with the tribal
presence near Tama, , pressured policymakers to dismantle the tribe’s work since 1856. At least
two groups petitioned the commissioner of Indian affairs in 1878 to forcibly re-remove the tribe
to the Indian Territory. The Meskwaki, they argued, were “a great annoyance to the white
population in their vicinity [because] their ponies…constantly [broke] into the fields of the
surrounding farmers.” The OIA supported removal, and believed that the Meskwaki “would be
largely benefited by joining their relatives in the Indian Territory.”56 Other Iowans, however,
“believe[d] that it would be an act of great injustice…and a breach of faith on our part, to remove
them without their consent, from their own lands which they have purchased.” They viewed the
tribe as “peaceable, quiet, honest and law abiding people [who] compare[d] favorably in their
53
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obedience to the laws with the…whites surrounding them.”57 The tribe informed the OIA that
they were “unanimously and utterly adverse to the removal,” leading one agent to remark that
they would “suffer death rather than go” back to Kansas.58 The State of Iowa maintained its
trusteeship, but white opinion held sway in Washington, D.C. In early 1878 a resolution for the
tribe’s removal nearly made it through the U.S. Congress, but ultimately failed in the Senate
where, fortunately for the tribe, the issue was not reconsidered.59
The Meskwaki continued to oppose federal interference in their affairs following this
near miss, but continued to clash with the OIA into the 1890s. In 1876, for example, the OIA
mandated that all tribal members had to register their names with the agency in order for the tribe
to receive its annuities. Recalling the lost payments between 1856 and 1867, most Meskwaki
grew “suspicious of the motives of the government,” and refused to sign, leading the OIA to
punitively withhold them once again. Much was at stake. The tribe did not rely on the annuities
for subsistence, but the purchase of additional lands depended in part on the payments. Led by
the chief’s council, they exercised their independence, refused to sign the rolls, and a stalemate
ensued. It lasted nearly six years, when the Meskwaki capitulated only after the lack of revenue
led them to default on their property taxes in 1878. Technically, the default breeched the trust
agreement with Iowa, and the Tama County government reclaimed the settlement briefly, but in
title only. In fact, in an expression of the state’s willingness to cooperate with the tribe, it
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extended the deadline for payment to October 1882, which the tribe met, and the trust status
remained intact.60
A pivotal moment in this saga occurred when Mamiwanige, the chief who had led the
return to Iowa, died in July 1881. The chief’s eldest son replaced him, but unfortunately also
died suddenly just a few weeks later. Faced with a leadership vacuum, the chief’s council acted
quickly and installed a new leader named Pushetonequa, a decision that had long-ranging effects
on the tribe. Deep concern about the implications of enrollment prompted Pushtonequa and
several councilmen to travel to Washington, D.C. in 1882 to register their opposition. The U.S.
Secretary of the Interior convinced the delegation that the registration process would not reduce
tribal annuities, and persuaded the tribe to sign the rolls.61
In another power struggle, the OIA accelerated its efforts to reform tribal governments
across the U.S. Congress passed a corollary to the Dawes Act in February 1891, authorizing the
creation of “tribal business councils” that “could make decisions on behalf of the tribe in
transactions involving tribal or nonallotted lands.” Such councils were slated to replace any
existing form of tribal governance under the law and required that council members could only
be selected by majority vote, thereby undermining the power of clans, the chief, and decisionmaking by consensus. The OIA initiative imposed a managerial formation with democratic
overtones.62 As Buffalo writes, the tribe “refused to reorganize under the business council form
of government,” and chose instead to retain their chief-council system.63 The Meskwaki council
60
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prevailed once again and continued to rebuff the OIA’s initiatives throughout the late nineteenth
century.

Effective Sovereignty Diminished
The agency responded by amplifying its strategies. Agents capitalized on an opportunity
to weaken Meskwaki control over their land in 1896, and the OIA slowly wedged itself into
tribal affairs until, by about 1920, the chief’s council barely retained any meaningful authority.
Fully aware of their waning self-governance, the Meskwaki sought different means of
reaffirming it. Tribal members, however, had differing ideas about the form their government
should take. Meanwhile, settlement life changed dramatically as the tribe adjusted to new
technologies and economic and social conditions during the first decades of the twentieth
century. As the Meskwaki engaged these changes, internal tension over the meanings of tribal
social and political culture erupted into a caustic political discourse that undermined selfgovernance and nearly crippled Meskwaki sovereignty as it existed before 1896.
Still frustrated by the tribe’s refusal to reorganize into a business council in 1895, an OIA
agent complained in a letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that the Meskwaki were, in
his opinion, “the worst problem to deal with that the [OIA] finds among any of the Indians of the
States.” The only solution to the problem was to “break the power and influence of the chiefs”
and the council in order to make “marked progress” among the tribe.64 But in order to destabilize
government, the Meskwaki-Iowa trust relationship had to be broken. The storm gathered that
year as local whites organized a branch of the named Indian Rights Association, a national group
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of Christian reformers who believed in the “destruction of native culture,” which included Indian
religions, languages, and “tribal organizations and indigenous systems of communal ownership,”
as the surest way to secure total acculturation.65 Using the assimilation argument, the association
lobbied to transfer the trust from Iowa to the United States. Perhaps seeing a way to quiet citizen
complaints, Iowa also grew to advocate for assimilation. Iowa Governor Francis M. Drake told
the Meskwaki in an almost apologetic statement that educating their children and having them
“civilized like white people” would benefit the tribe as a whole, because living “just as white
people do…[was] the better way to live.”66
The OIA, Indian Rights Association, and resentful Iowa citizens prevailed. The State of
Iowa ended its four-decade practice of non-interference in Meskwaki affairs and transferred
“exclusive jurisdiction” over the tribe and “all lands now or hereafter owned by or held in trust
for them…[to] the United States,” on June 10, 1896.67 Congress accepted the transfer the same
day Iowa relinquished their trust responsibility, officially making the U.S. government the sole
trustee over the Meskwaki settlement.68
The transfer put the Meskwaki in a position shared by almost every other American
Indian tribe: in an unequal trust with, and thus highly subordinate to, an overzealous OIA.
Describing federal/tribal trusts, Native scholar Walter Echo-Hawk writes that “between 1886 and
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1934,” the OIA’s “powers over Indian tribes reached their zenith.” This, he writes, allowed the
agency to advance its goals of “land acquisition from Indian reservation enclaves,” increased
internal control over tribal affairs, and ostensibly cleared the way for the total “assimilation of
Indians into settler society.”69 The historical memory of the impact lingers. Donald Wanatee
writes that the Meskwaki suddenly found themselves “governed under a separate law,
administered by members of the White community,” and increasingly “in a position of definite
subordination” to the OIA after 1896.70 Although land ownership did not prevent the transfer of
the trust, neither did the transfer of the trust mean the dissolution or change in status of the
settlement.
The land allowed the Meskwaki a base from which to mount organized resistance to
federal interference. The details of the trust transfer had provided “[c]onsent…to the United
States to purchase any land in Tama County to be used for and in connection with any school or
schools to be established and managed by federal authority for the [tribe’s] education.”71 Many
local whites, and especially members of the Indian Rights Association, still considered the
Meskwaki “prehistoric,” “barbaric,” and “indisputably heathen” examples of “filth and
indecency,” that refused to accept the “many efforts made…to Civilize and teach them”
Christian values.72 Simultaneously, they noted the tribe’s success in discouraging reform project.
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A local white woman noted in 1897 that “one [Meskwaki] pastime seemed to be driving away
every teacher or preacher and even burning the building used as a school house.” 73 Following
that failure, Congress authorized the construction of a boarding school off the settlement and, not
coincidentally, right next to the OIA agency office in Toledo, with similar disappointing
results.74
When the OIA ordered tribal members to enroll their children at the new school,
Meskwaki families adamantly, and unanimously, refused. Stalemate ensued, and in November
1898, Pushetonequa and several councilmen again went to Washington, D.C. to negotiate with
OIA administrators. The OIA offered Pushetonequa a bribe of official recognition as the “Head
[Meskwaki] Chief” and $500 annual salary in return for his support of the school. He initially
declined, but the government then threatened to send children from other tribes to the settlement
school, with an implied suggestion that doing so would eventually lead to “intermarriage and
[the] eventual dissolution of tribal annuities.”75 Pushetonequa and several council members
acquiesced under this coercion and enrolled their children on December 18. However, the
majority of the tribe opposed the boarding school for another decade, and low enrollment forced
the school to shut down in 1911.76
Pushetonequa’s concessions to the OIA came with a price. A tribal political conflict that
was born with his ascent to the chieftainship was about to erupt.77

Beginning in 1881,

Pushetonequa had general support from the tribe following the successive deaths of the previous
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chief, Mamiwanige, and his eldest son. Though the tribe likely accepted the council’s decision
to recognize Pushetonequa, it had bypassed two of Mamiwanige’s younger sons whom they
considered “too young and incompetent” for leadership roles.78 Accordingly, the chief-council
system continued under Pushetonequa’s leadership through the 1890s, but the seeds of conflict
had been sown. Some were dissatisfied with Pushetonequa’s capitulation during the boarding
school dispute and many disparaged him as a corrupt “government chief.” Oldbear, one of
Mamiwanige’s sons who had been bypassed in 1881, had reached adulthood and claimed
hereditary right to the chieftainship.79 The controversy had a divisive impact on tribal politics,
especially after the OIA recognized Pushetonequa as the head chief in 1900 -- the same title they
had offered in 1898 to coax him into supporting the boarding school. The chief’s detractors
quickly derided him “as a pawn in the white man’s assimilation policy,” and rumors about his
true allegiance spread quickly across the settlement.80
The conflict shaped twentieth-century tribal politics. Meskwaki who supported Oldbear
came to be known as the “Oldbears,” and those who supported Pushetonequa called themselves
the “Youngbears.”81 Anthropologist Douglas Foley argues that, “the early accounts of the
Meskwaki political system are inconclusive” as to the presence of clan requirements or
hierarchies that would preclude anyone, such as Pushetonequa, from specific leadership
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positions. No evidence suggests that the Meskwaki chieftainship had ever been a hereditary
monarchy, but “the entire secession controversy,” and thus the Oldbear/Youngbear dispute,
“hinge[d] on how strict the rule of succession was.”82

This disagreement perpetuated an

“ongoing fracture in the political and ceremonial life of the [Meskwaki] community,” and
eventually morphed into an ideological battle that changed Meskwaki politics.83
The leadership disagreement developed into a tribal discourse between “conservative” (or
“traditional”) and “progressive” Meskwaki.

This rhetoric overtook tribal politics, and

anthropologist Lisa Peattie observed in the 1940s that “if one starts to talk to the [Meskwaki]
about their society,” she wrote, “he will not hear about religious divisions or about conflicts
between families. He will hear about ‘factions,’ and he will hear about them as a serious
problem.”84 In this paradigm, Meskwaki, local whites, and OIA agents measured tribal political
turmoil by constructing a crude cultural binary that divided them:
There are two factions, the Youngbears and the Oldbears, progressive and
conservative, respectively…Traditionally, the two factions have been defined in
terms of their relations to the whites. The Youngbear “progressive” group has
been supported by whites, and has tended to support acculturation and white
leadership; the Oldbears are traditionally anti-white and [are] culturally
conservative.85
Historian Judith Daubenmier remarks that this binary is “vague [and] simplistic,” and does little
to explain the realities of Meskwaki politics.86
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The dispute over Pushetonequa’s leadership and the increasing presence of the OIA
combined to firmly plant the progressive/conservative binary in Meskwaki political rhetoric.
The agency exploited the Oldbear/Youngbear division to polarize the tribe, thereby weakening
the Meskwaki decision-making and self-governance. Native studies scholar Benjamin Kratch
provides an analogous example, quoting a Kiowa elder named Charley Apekaum in his study of
Kiowa religion and politics to describe the effect such polarization had on the Kiowa:
[White people] have taught my people politics, one party against the other party,
which has split our tribe up, caused factions. Now we have two sets of leaders,
not like the olden days when we had one [chief], but [now] we have several.
Everybody thinking his way is the best plan. [Like] the Republicans against the
Democrats, not working in harmony any more. I think that the political parties
have done much harm to my people. They don’t seem to agree on any policy or
plan affecting our people, and therefore we can’t get any proper results at the
[OIA] because of this faction.87
Similarly, by roughly 1905, Meskwaki political divisions grew so entrenched that “two separate
tribal councils existed.” One was sanctioned by the OIA and led by Pushetonequa and his
supporters, the other by the Oldbears. Both sides vied for support from the Meskwaki public and
the OIA fueled the already aggressive discourse, calculating that “the tribe was easier to control
when divided” against itself.88 Political discord was not new to the Meskwaki. Anthropologist
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Lloyd Fallers argues that examples of “factionalism” can be found throughout Meskwaki history,
and cites an early seventeenth-century schism that developed between tribal members who
wanted to ally with French traders and those who did not.89 However, the partisan political
discord seen in the opening years of the twentieth century was new to Meskwaki politics.
Conservative “Oldbear traditionalists” derided the Youngbears for “not being Indian enough on
various issues,” while supporters of the progressive Youngbear group condemned their rivals as
“backward” and wanting to “keep the old ways, old customs, and religion.” 90

Intra-tribal

partisanship, it seems, made it increasingly useful for political leaders to bolster support by
attacking one another on cultural grounds.
This discourse arose amidst pronounced changes to Meskwaki society and increasingly
diversified economy between 1900 and 1930. Such changes were not uncommon inside and
outside Indian Country during this time. Native intellectual Scott Richard Lyons argues that, in
fact, “cultural diversity…always exists within any community,” and such changes should not be
viewed simply as “progress” as it was meant by the many proponents of assimilation in the early
1900s. Instead, he continues, “there are numerous locales where Native cultural expressions
honor constitutive myths while changing, incorporating, or blending other cultural beliefs and
practices.”91 Diversity and change are, and were for the Meskwaki, products of a shifting
environment that should not be viewed as traitorous to their Native identity. Social changes
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among the Meskwaki, however, fueled much of the settlement political discourse, necessitating
some level of detail to illuminate the nuanced nature of settlement life.
First, the tribe grew slowly but steadily from their 1856 reemergence in Iowa through the
early twentieth century, bringing the population to about 441 in 1936. Roughly nine out of every
ten Meskwaki lived on the settlement, with the remainder dispersed at schools or living in urban
areas like Des Moines.92 OIA records indicate that more than three quarters of all Meskwaki
over age ten could speak some English, and virtually all tribal members also spoke fluent
Meskwaki, the settlement’s preferred parlance.93 The tribe had long been in close contact with
local communities, and their growing bilingualism influenced further contact with the offsettlement world, even though most Meskwaki likely did not travel more than a few miles from
their land with any regularity. Two day schools stood on the settlement, though more than ninety
Meskwaki young adults attended Indian schools in Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Minnesota,
and South Dakota by 1928.94 Additionally, many tribal members had access to media that
brought new ideas and knowledge of off-settlement happenings to Tama, and by the mid-1920s,
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several had automobiles. Even those tribal members who faced the greatest cultural, geographic,
and linguistic barriers to the outside world could have ideas and descriptions of news and events
from other places translated to them by friends or family.95
New religious practices also began to take root on the settlement by the early 1920s, as
tribal members explored Native and non-Native faiths beyond the Meskwaki clan/bundle custom.
OIA reports, for example, note the presence of the “peyote church,” more commonly called the
Native American Church, which had “quite a few followers” around that time.96 Additionally, a
1936 report described the presence of “50 protestant Indians” and noted that of seven total
Meskwaki marriages the previous year, four were by “tribal custom,” while the other three were
conducted via “legal procedure.”97 A 1934 newspaper article claimed that roughly half the tribe
belonged to an on-settlement Presbyterian church.98 Over the years, religious practices became
increasingly diverse, and by the early 1940’s, “religious differences . . . slice[d] the Meskwaki
six ways – [into] two groups of Christians, [the] peyote [Native American Church], the Drum
[society], the [tribal] clan groups, and the secular” all existed on the settlement.99
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The settlement economy also expanded during this period. The tribe leased nearly 700
acres of its land to two white farmers in 1895 and used the revenue to pay settlement property
taxes. They also expanded their annual religious ceremonies to include a powwow festival in
1913, in which tribal members performed various ceremonial dances for white tourists, a venture
which fit well with the era’s booming national interest in Native pageantry. The festival was
controversial both among Meskwaki who viewed the performances as culturally exploitative and
OIA agents who believed it promoted tribal ways, and thus, represented “resistance to
progress.”100 However, the event grew increasingly lucrative, and the Meskwaki organized a
Powwow Association to organize and manage its finances. Anthropologist Sol Tax observed
that the local “chambers of commerce advertise[d]” the Meskwaki presence and “awaite[d] the
powwow, which…attracted about seven thousand people” to the settlement each year. 101 At the
height of its popularity, powwow revenues provided each performer roughly twenty extra dollars
of income; vital cash for families making less than $500 annually.102
Individual Meskwaki also found new modes of employment during this time. While
many tribal members continued to farm small plots of land and hunt near their homes, many men
also began working off the settlement as railroad or construction workers, in local industrial
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plants, and many continued to work as hands on local farms. Meskwaki did “a little basket
weaving, bead work, and some metal work,” and women made “bracelets of silver or bows and
arrows for souvenir sale” to white tourists at the powwow or along the highway outside Tama. 103
All revenues earned from such ventures came in addition to the roughly forty-four dollars each
Meskwaki received in annuities from the federal government, comprising an average family
income of about $470.104 One newspaper article from 1934 also notes that one entrepreneurial
Meskwaki had taken to “raising silver foxes,” presumably for sale off the settlement. To sum up
the changes to the settlement economy, another reporter remarked that the Meskwaki were “good
farmers, good tradesmen, and [were] successful in nearly every undertaking.”105
Material changes accompanied the expanding tribal economy, and by the mid-1920s the
settlement resembled rural, non-Indian communities across the Midwest. Four years after their
village was incinerated to stop the spread of smallpox in 1901, wickiups comprised three-fourths
of all dwellings and only about fifteen “American style” houses stood on the settlement. 106 By
1927, however, the vast majority of Meskwaki lived in small frame houses and only three
families lived full-time in wickiups – though many continued to maintain the older-style
structures for summer use.107 Several local newspapers, written and read mostly by whites, and
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therefore likely inclined toward the virtues of assimilation, marveled that Meskwaki dwellings
were “clean, comfortable homes, [and] well furnished,” replete with “radios, newspapers,
cookstoves, tables and chairs,” and other comforts of early twentieth century life. 108 Into the
1930s, several Meskwaki owned tractors and other agricultural technologies and tools, over forty
individuals owned horses for labor, and a handful raised cattle and hogs.109 Meskwaki shopped
and attended “bargain night at the movies” and band concerts in nearby towns for recreation.
Indeed, many white columnists were undoubtedly smitten with the overtures of assimilation and
were thus chose to view the evolving settlement as an example of successful acculturation, rather
than of a people unsurprisingly adapting to their changing environment, as Scott Richard Lyons
noted above. One journalist, for example, exclaimed that Meskwaki “homes, their food, their
habits and their entertainment are much the same as that of other American citizens,” and that “it
should not be forgotten that in the ratio of progress in the last 10 or 15 years” the Meskwaki had
“overstepped the vast majority of their American neighbors.”110
All of these changes are central to understanding the arc of Meskwaki political discourse
as they struggled to reaffirm their self-governance in the early twentieth century. As settlement
life shifted, opportunities for internal disagreement over “traditionalism” grew and bled into the
tribal political discourse. No matter how ensnaring it became, however, social and economic
change permeated the lives of all Meskwaki, crafting a nuanced settlement reality. Whether
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certain Meskwaki viewed themselves as “progressive,” “conservative [read traditional],” or
anything in between, their daily lives were likely marked by elements of both tribal and nontribal culture, though political “dispute[s] continue[d] to be framed…in terms of pro- and antiwhite slogans.”111

The leaders of the Oldbears and Youngbears believed, just as Charlie

Apekaum had described among the Kiowa, that their way was the best plan to ensure tribal
survival. Accordingly, individuals aligned their opinions around the ideology they most agreed
with, and dug in. One Meskwaki, identified only as a “Youngbear affiliate,” illustrated this
notion when he told an anthropologist in the 1940s that his party was the one “trying to do things
for the good of the tribe.” His inference, of course, was that the other party, of the “traditional”
Oldbears, was simply trying to hold the Meskwaki back from a fruitful future.112
The shifting Meskwaki religious views, for example, provide insight into the crossover
between settlement rhetoric and reality. Many Oldbears who, according to their own rhetoric,
would have been stalwarts to Meskwaki clan/bundle-based religion, became deeply involved
with the Native American Church, which blended the ceremonial use of peyote with certain
elements of Christianity, after it was introduced to the tribe by non-Meskwaki Indians in 1904.113
Similarly, many Youngbears, who would have been more likely to have converted to
Christianity, according to rhetoric about progressivism, took up participation in the Drum
Society, which combined elements of Indian and non-Indian ceremonialism, after being brought
to the tribe by some “Wisconsin Natives” around 1900.114 Furthermore, many Meskwaki in both
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political groups continued to follow the clan/bundle religion and many also combined elements
from Meskwaki and other faiths into an almost hybridic form of tribal worship. Ultimately, then,
for all the attention afforded it, the factional progressive/conservative binary merely represented
what Douglas Foley terms “a healthy political discourse marked by rhetorical flourish.”115
The discord allowed the OIA to increase its control over Meskwaki governance. Though
many Oldbears derided Pushetonequa as a “government chief,” his cooperation with the OIA
remained limited. Local whites continued to view him as a hindrance to assimilation, with
notable white author George Bird Grinnell opining that Pushetonequa “holds the tribe back
instead of leading them forward, opposing most of the plans of the Government for the [tribe’s]
general good.”116

But tribal political discord prevailed, and in early 1914, the Oldbears

submitted a petition carrying some 200 names for the replacement of Pushetonequa with an
Oldbear loyalist named Peter Oldbear.117

Though the effort proved unsuccessful, OIA

Superintendent Robert L. Russell seized the opportunity to increase federal control over the tribe.
Lamenting the rivalry between the Oldbears and Pushetonequa as irreconcilable, he argued that
such dysfunction was detrimental to the “progress” of assimilation. That March, Russell applied
to the commissioner of Indian affairs for the authority to appoint the members of the Meskwaki
chief’s council -- a responsibility usually left to the chief. The Meskwaki attempted to avoid
losing control of the council, and offered an alternative: they would reduce the council from
twelve members to five, each of whom they would directly elect. Additionally, several Oldbears
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petitioned the OIA requesting repeal of the legislation that declared Pushetonequa head chief in
1900. Recognizing the importance of maintaining a veneer of tribal authority, the OIA decided
to leave the chief in his position and the council at twelve members. However, by October 1914,
the OIA superintendent actively selected the council. This newfound authority enabled the
agency to drastically reduce Pushetonequa’s authority, though many Meskwaki continued to
view him as an important leader. The effects of intrusive OIA strategy on Meskwaki selfgovernance were staggering.

Indeed, Johnathan Buffalo argues that “[e]ven though

Pushetonequa remained a Chief,” after the loss of his ability to select council members, “his
potency to act as [such] was broken.”118
Meskwaki governance took the form of what Buffalo calls an “appointed business
council,” similar to the tribal business council the OIA had attempted to form in the 1890s, from
1914 until 1929. Now firmly under the auspices of OIA control, the council struggled to
maintain any semblance of the meaningful self-governance and autonomy it previously
wielded.119 The OIA unilaterally reduced the council from twelve members to five, and refused
to recognize a new chief following Pushetonequa’s death in 1919. This action proved even more
devastating than the crippling of Pushetonequa’s authority five years prior, as the refusal to
recognize his successor virtually erased the authority of any chief in the council system. Without
clear tribal leadership and still under the duress caused by the Oldbear/Youngbear fight, the
council, as Daubenmeir writes, “refused to meet for a year” until the OIA selected five
Meskwaki men to serve on the new council. Still, this group held “little or no authority,” and
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functioned only to “validate agency decisions, to communicate these decisions [to the tribe], and
to report tribal community reactions.”120
The Meskwaki stood at a clear political disadvantage to the OIA after 1919. The Indian
Citizenship Act of 1924 conferred federal citizenship upon all Native Americans in the U.S., and
thereafter, many Meskwaki vociferously exercised their newfound ability to vote in non-tribal
elections. Though the OIA managed tribal “schools…police, and most of their domestic affairs,
as one Iowan wrote, “a great many [Meskwaki took a] great interest” in local schools, the affairs
of local government, “and other public matters.”121 One newspaper reported that in the fall
elections of 1924, their first as U.S. citizens, “77 [tribal members] cast their first vote.” 122
Furthermore, after almost six years of council dormancy, several Meskwaki sent a letter to
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Charles H. Burke about removing the tribe from federal
trusteeship. Burke responded that it would be contingent on the full allotment of the settlement
into individual parcels, which was hardly acceptable to the Meskwaki.123
In 1928 the tribe held a month-long meeting after which they nominated an Oldbear as
chief. That individual then selected a council, as he would have in the chief-council system, and
the tribe sought OIA recognition of their chosen form of governance. The agency insisted that
the tribe hold democratic elections. The Meskwaki acquiesced and organized an election in May
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1929 at which they selected a seven-member council that included both Oldbears and
Youngbears. This apparent attempt to overcome the acerbic partisan bulwark, according to one
reporter, came with “great expectations” for a new era of political cooperation “throughout the
[Meskwaki] lands.”124
However, the two groups proved unable to come to agreement on several issues, and at
various points, certain council members refused to meet at all. The attempted compromise failed
and the tribe called several additional elections, each time hoping to seat a functioning council.
According to one OIA report, following these repetitious electoral failures, “five of the older
men of the tribe assumed [the] responsibilit[ies]” of a tribal council, but even then “the balance
of power in the council” inevitably “gravitated to one group or faction in the tribe.” 125 The post1928 councils, anthropologist Natalie Joffe writes, “never [obtained] real authority,” despite the
“great deal of prestige and vigorous political campaigning” that characterized the elections. 126
The council’s efforts to “function the best they could” also floundered; the OIA refused to
recognize the council as a legal authority “without a written constitution and without full tribal
consent.” By refusing to recognize the tribal council, the agency rationalized its exercise of
authority over the tribe.127
The tribe’s experimentation with the elected council affirms their continued interest in
self-governance as the Great Depression descended on the nation. They campaigned for tribal
office, and in 1931 several members organized a four-person delegation that travelled to
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Washington, D.C., to discuss the worsening settlement conditions brought on by the Depression,
as well as tribal enrollment and tax issues with several members of Congress. 128 Meskwaki
interest in self-governance did not want, even as they faced desperate economic conditions, their
own inability to overcome internal political paralysis, and the OIA’s frequent unwillingness to
recognize tribal authority.
The Depression added economic strife to the settlement turmoil. Before it began, the
Meskwaki “were poor” but “experienced no actual destitution,” because their economy had
diversified considerably, and many tribal members had at least enough income to comfortably
subsist.129 However, the onset of the Depression wiped out opportunities to labor in neighboring
communities and left the tribe to “share the economic struggles of their white neighbors.” 130 In
fact, Meskwaki access to cash suffered more than most local communities, a partial consequence
of early-twentieth century racial tensions. OIA Superintendent Jacob Breid remarked in early
1934 that “it is not possible for the white people of the community to secure employment, and
until that has been accomplished, the Indian does not have a fair chance to get a job.” 131 Several
years before that report, tribal members “in great distress over the suffering of [the Meskwaki]
128
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people” contacted church-based charities as far away as Des Moines to request extra food and
clothing for tribal members suffering through the 1930 winter.132 Several government-sponsored
programs like the Civilian Conservation Corps-Indian Division (CCC-ID) and the Indian Relief
and Rehabilitation Program (IRRP) also provided much-needed relief, creating work and wages
which benefitted tribal members and strengthened the settlement. The agency developed a
program for timber reforestation that relied on Meskwaki labor to plant stands of trees to control
erosion on the settlement. Established under Breid’s direction in 1929, one federal employee
hoped the project would someday promise “considerable commercial value.”133 This and similar
projects became the focus of the tribe’s relief work. Most Meskwaki men were laborers, though
several held positions of authority within the CCC-ID system. Many Meskwaki men and women
also worked at the OIA agency hospital in Toledo. Regardless of where they found work,
however, all sought opportunities to feed and clothe themselves and their families.134 The
demand for work was so high in almost every relief program that agency officials resorted to
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rotating work schedules to spread the labor and wages as evenly across the Meskwaki population
as possible.135
Meskwaki CCC-ID employment provided the setting for an exercise of tribal sovereignty
when a dispute between program administrators and tribal members arose in 1935.

That

February, two members of the self-appointed tribal council arranged a meeting with the new OIA
Superintendent, Ira D. Nelson, to discuss agitation among Meskwaki workers. Several days
before, tribal member Frank Mitchell had a heated exchange with his supervisor, a non-Indian
named Fred Anderson. Though details are unclear, the disagreement between Mitchell and
Anderson was severe enough for Nelson to suspend all of the much-needed relief work until the
tribal “council would guarantee no more disturbances” from Meskwaki workers.

In response,

the council agreed to hold a public meeting to address the issue and proscribe workplace
disruptions. At some point either during or after that meeting, several Meskwaki petitioned the
OIA for Anderson’s termination. Although Nelson initially refused to make personnel changes
under such circumstances, and even defended Anderson to the OIA in the nation’s capital,
Anderson was transferred to North Dakota barely a month after the incident.136
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The tribe successfully lobbied for the construction of an on-settlement, Meskwaki-only
day school in another, more far-reaching political victory. Most tribal parents had long resisted
enrolling their children in the assimilation-oriented, off-settlement boarding schools. John M.
Byrd wrote in 1938 that agency superintendents had authority to “withhold rations or money
from Indians refusing to send their children to school,” and though the agency never actually
carried out this threat, “the knowledge, on the part of the [Meskwaki], that such means was legal
served as a coercion for [them] to send their children to school against their wishes.” 137 There
were two functioning OIA schools on the settlement by the 1920s. They seem to have gained
tribal acceptance because, if nothing else, they kept Meskwaki children close to home. However,
rumors that the schools were slated for closure, meaning the students would be sent offsettlement, began circulating as early as 1929. This fear came to partial fruition in 1932 when
the OIA closed one of the schools, leaving only one facility on the settlement with a capacity
enough only for students up to grade four. According to a 1931 contract that had been signed
without tribal consent between the OIA and the school district of Montour, a town some ten
miles from the settlement, by 1932 Meskwaki children above the fourth grade were bussed to
and from Montour daily.138
The Meskwaki community reacted quickly after hearing that white parents and teachers
in the Montour area discriminated against their children. According to Byrd, many white parents
“were reluctant to permit the Indians to attend the school, thinking the Indians were subject to
137
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diseases and maladies which might affect the white children.”139 Economics also factored into
the prejudice suffered by the Meskwaki. Unlike the on-settlement schools, no provision had
been made to subsidize the Indian students’ education. Thus, many white parents complained
that the Meskwaki were “not in the school district,” and were therefore perceived as drain on its
funds.140 Wholly unsatisfied with the educational arrangement between the OIA and Montour,
the Meskwaki organized a tribal “Student-Parents Association” to negotiate more acceptable
educational conditions.141

The tribe organized a community meeting in August 1934 that

culminated in the passage of several “resolutions against sending their children to the Montour
Schools until an agreement was recorded between the tribe and the government,” based on the
central complaint that the contract between the OIA and Montour had been made “without
consulting the tribe.”142 Significantly, it does not appear that the usual tribal political discord
affected this process. In fact, the resolutions against the Montour contract were unanimously
accepted by tribal members probably because the issue did not affect political power
distribution.143
Following these resolutions, the Meskwaki held a series of meetings with federal
officials in which they negotiated an agreement. The agency agreed to pay Meskwaki tuition for
attendance at the accredited high school in a town much closer to the settlement, while tribal
children below high school would attend a new “[Meskwaki] Day School” through the eighth
grade. In exchange, the tribe accepted responsibility for ensuring attendance and agreed that the
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Student-Parents Association would continue to “represent the tribe in school matters.” 144 The
brand-new, $45,000 tribal day school opened in 1938, and one newspaper, no doubt delighted
that Indian children were receiving a white-style education, reported that after its opening,
roughly 82 percent of the eligible students regularly attended classes. 145 As in the dispute with
CCC-ID administrators, the Meskwaki overcame internal discord, spoke with one unified voice,
and demanded change.

Seeking a Return to Self-Governance
The Meskwaki had watched their sovereignty bow under the pressures of federal
incursion and intra-tribal political discord for the first three decades of the twentieth century. A
dramatic 1934 change in federal Indian policy purported an opportunity to reaffirm tribal selfgovernance: the Indian Reorganization Act. Some tribal members viewed the law as such, while
others saw it as a deviation from tribal custom and sought a return to the chief-council system.
Meskwaki on both sides of the debate hoped to regain the level of autonomy they possessed
before 1896. Tribal political discord approached its apogee as political leaders jockeyed for
control, and two important elections occurred only three years apart. Land and self-governance
lay at the heart of the debate, and when the dust settled in 1937, the Meskwaki narrowly chose a
new political framework that, though far from unanimous, would carry the tribe through the
tumultuous waters of the twentieth century.
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Sweeping administrative changes accompanied the start of Franklin Roosevelt’s first
presidential term in the spring of 1933. Among them was an important shift in the tenor of
federal Indian policy. Under the leadership of Roosevelt’s new Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
John Collier, the OIA immediately began implementing a series of programs intended to
drastically divert Indian affairs away from the policies of assimilation and allotment.
Collectively, these programs were known as the Indian New Deal, and they included a variety of
efforts to improve conditions in Indian Country nationwide.146 The central component of this
effort, the IRA, had initially been conceived to remedy the numerous inadequacies identified in
the 1928 Miriam Report, a sharply critical federal examination of national Indian affairs 147
According to historian Kenneth Philp, Collier “believed that,” in order to undo the damages of
allotment and assimilation, the Indian “bureau would have to decrease its paternalism and extend
both civil rights and modern business enterprise” to Indians. He presumed the best way to
facilitate this transformation would be to “reaffirm the right of tribal societies to control their
lives and property by establishing a system of home rule under federal guidance.”148 Several
scholars argue that the IRA represented little more than an effort to perpetuate a system of
146
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indirect colonialism that furthered the project of assimilation.149 Regardless, the most important
aspect of the law, at least for the Meskwaki, was Collier’s recognition of tribal self-governance
as the greatest conduit for the creation of lasting political systems in Indian Country.
Originally called the Wheeler-Howard Act after its primary congressional sponsors, the
bill that became the IRA underwent an arduous period of legislative debate and amendment
beginning in February 1934.150 While Congress considered the bill, Collier and his aides held a
series of ten meetings in Native communities across the nation, where they pitched the ideals of
the IRA to various tribal delegations.151 These congresses provided an opportunity for the OIA
to take its newly reconstituted mission from the bureaucratic halls of Washington to the
communities it would impact. According to one federal report, the meetings were intended to:
Symbolize a new relation between the Indians and the OIA which the
Commissioner hoped would evolve. In lieu of Administrative absolutism there
would be developed between government officials and Indians a partnership in
the determination of many policies. Instead of superintendents or Washington
149
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officials deciding everything, there would be an area for local [Native American]
self government.152
Native delegations, however, did not receive the IRA as well as Collier had hoped. In fact, the
effort nearly dissolved after the initial meetings because many tribes found it unclear or simply
opposed federal policies out of habit.153 Collier eventually secured Roosevelt’s signature on a
much-altered version of the IRA on June 18, 1934, despite these near-fatal challenges and the
obstacles presented by a highly politicized Congress.154
The final IRA differed from the Wheeler-Howard Act in several key ways, most of which
diluted Collier’s original blueprint for tribal self-governance. The original bill extended Indian
communities the power to make their own laws, organize independent contracts with the state
and federal governments, and in Collier’s words, “do many [other] things that a country or city
can do.”155 Legislators, however, were uncomfortable affording tribes such autonomy. Thus, the
final IRA offered only a watered-down form of self-governance embodied in tribal constitutions
that tribes could compose and ratify. Collier continued to claim that, despite its many changes,
the finalized IRA offered “many far-reaching powers…to the duly elected authorities of the
tribe,” which would be constructed “according to the needs and wishes of the tribe.” Thus, he
argued, reorganization provided an opportunity for Indians to regain much of the independence
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and authority lost during assimilation. Self-governance, however, continued to be couched under
federal authority.156
Indian tribes that chose reorganization took a series of steps. 157 They first had to vote to
accept the IRA itself, Collier wrote, and then draft a tribal constitution along with the
“cooperation and active assistance of the Commissioner and his staff.”158

Such assistance

included a process of constant revision and a clear effort by the agency to pressure tribes to
integrate democratic governance into their constitutions. The IRA required the Secretary of the
Interior to call a ratification election once tribes possessed a completed draft and, assuming
electoral approval, the Secretary had to formally approve the document for it to take effect.159
This process began in April 1934 for the Meskwaki, while Congress debated the
Wheeler-Howard Act, and Collier and his OIA held their congresses across the country. Tribal
delegations commonly traveled great distances to attend the meetings. There is no evidence to
suggest that the Meskwaki attended the one nearest Congress some 350 miles away in Hayward,
Wisconsin, or any other.160 Instead, at a meeting on April 7, the tribe selected an eight-member
committee to study, interpret, and explain the IRA to the rest.161 Over the course of nearly
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twenty such meetings, this group went over the IRA, carefully weighing and explaining its
merits.162 Edgar R. Harlan, curator at the State Historical Society of Iowa in Des Moines,
inquired to Collier in September 1934, on behalf of several Meskwaki as to the full impact the
legislation would have on their tribe. Harlan, a non-Native widely viewed as a Meskwaki friend
and advocate, noted that many tribal members were unclear about the changes between the
original Wheeler-Howard Bill and the final IRA. He therefore requested an explanation of
precisely those sections that would directly affect the Meskwaki, given the settlement’s strange
status as both communally owned and in a federal/tribal trust. Harlan noted that such an
explanation would clarify the IRA in the:
minds of those leaders of the [Meskwaki] who, in the time being, may be
credentialed as councilmen, but also the minds of those who are inevitably
[opposed to the IRA], so that each individual, regardless of his factional attitude,
may know exactly what he is in favor of, and what the law proposes, and what he
is against.163
He further observed that “the great cause of dissention” among the tribe and the political parties,
“is the occurrence in nearly all communications [from the agency] of matter immaterial to their
situation.” The Meskwaki, he wrote, tended to doubt all new policies when they appeared
“manifestly intended for a different tribe or culture.”164
The OIA viewed the council as symbolically important, but politically weak by the time
news of the IRA reached the settlement.
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government contained a message Superintendent Nelson wrote to the Washington office,
informing them that “no recognized tribal organization” existed at Tama. He also stated that the
only semblance of tribal authority rested with the “acting tribal council” who had appointed
themselves after the series of failed elections after 1928, but “in reality held no office.”
However, Nelson noted that this council did exhibit a form of authority that the OIA and the tribe
recognized:
This acting council is not authorized to handle matters of the tribe, but have
assumed authority as a representative body of the tribe to sign tribal leases,
reimbursable agreements, matters of enrollment into the tribe in which all
members of the tribe have a voice, and said council acts in any matter where it is
necessary that an administrative and representative council be at hand.165
Nelson did not publicly recognize the council as having any political authority, but saw the
utility in leaving the acting council intact. He recognized that the council members were viewed
as leaders by other Meskwaki, and that their stamp of approval added an important measure of
tribal legitimacy to agency decisions. He also observed the tribe’s continual efforts to elect a
functional council since 1928, writing that “none of the members of the tribe are satisfied with
the acting council and to improve this situation they are…trying to elect a tribal business
committee by vote of the entire tribe.”166 Even the council recognized its limitations: in a
meeting where Nelson asked them to settle a domestic relations dispute, the acting council stated
that they “did not consider their authority sufficient to act as arbitrators…or even to make a
recommendation.”167
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Complicating matters further, the tribe was well aware of the OIA’s steadfast support of
the IRA.

The federal government strongly encouraged its new policies and showed little

restraint in efforts to convince the Meskwaki to accept them. Collier emphasized all tribes’
choice in accepting or rejecting the act but presented the tribe with a harsh alternative:
Rejection of the [IRA]…will not mean abandonment of the tribe by the
Government. Its members will continue to be Federal wards and the tribe will
continue to receive its share of the appropriations and services open to the Indian
race as a whole. There cannot be and will not be any discrimination against a
tribe which in the exercise of its best judgment declines to accept the Act. It will
merely drift to the rear of the great advance open to the Indian race. It will stand
still and will continue to lose its lands while those who accept the Act, its benefits
and responsibilities preserve and increase their lands and will move forward.168
Backed by such rhetoric, the OIA remained closely entwined with the constitutional process, and
frequently recommended revisions. Thus, the Secretary of the Interior ultimately approved a
Meskwaki constitution that did not stray far from the federal concept of Indian reorganization .169
Together, all of this shows the complexity of the political situation developing on the
settlement in the lead-up to the 1935 IRA election. With a return to pre-1896 autonomy as their
shared goal, two distinct and polarized Meskwaki views on reorganization developed. The
constitutional committee, comprised of Edward Davenport, brothers William and Horace
Poweshiek, and George Young Bear, led those Meskwaki who viewed the IRA as a new and
effective tool for self-governance. Members of the acting tribal council led those who preferred
a return to the chief-council system, along with other prominent tribal members like John
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Tataposh, Jack Old Bear, Sam Slick, Charles Davenport, and others. Drawing such a clean line
between tribal positions, of course, oversimplifies the issue. Outside these nine major players,
there were hundreds of other Meskwaki whose political preferences were less constant, and who
sided with the group they more or less agreed with.170
While both groups sought a return to tribal self-governance backed by the autonomy
afforded by the pre-1896 state/tribal trust, both wanted to be at the helm. Some tribal members,
as historian Richard Brown writes, “feared that a change in the organization of the tribal council
would break the political stalemate by giving the [Meskwaki who supported the IRA] control of
the council.” Conversely, the pro-IRA Meskwaki saw how it could “enable them to dominate
the council and thus increase their control over tribal affairs.”171 When news of the pending IRA
arrived in early 1934, the tribe as a whole was already working toward the restoration of
Meskwaki self-governance, but the question of its form, and more importantly, who would be in
control, remained unanswered.

The strong feelings this situation evoked provided ample

opportunity for the ever-present progressive/conservative binary to again dominate political
discourse.

Scholars have commented on the popular perception, present in many local

newspapers, that the tribe fought over the IRA on the terms that “the good guys were the
progressive Youngbear faction who wanted to adopt white ways and the bad guys were the
conservative Oldbear faction who wanted to preserve Indian ways.”172 Tribal members drew
these lines out of necessity more than the ideological predisposition suggested by the rhetoric of
170
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binary factionalism: in a 1935 election, the OIA gave the Meskwaki only two choices – accept or
reject the IRA. The tribe faced the same all-or-nothing choice over the ratification of its
constitution in 1937. Because no other options existed in either election, tribal political leaders
coalesced around one position or the other and gained support from Meskwaki voters who agreed
with those positions for myriad reasons.173
With these general political positions in place, several Meskwaki actively opposed the
legislation based on a sense of independence reminiscent of the pre-1896 era. Five tribal
members wrote Secretary Ickes in December 1934, arguing that as owners of their land, the
Meskwaki “should not be held to the action as set out in the Wheeler-Howard Bill.” Instead,
they argued, the tribe was “capable of self-government and [were already in the process of]
organizing a council for that purpose.” They continued, noting that “it is true that we hold this
land in severalty and wish to continue holding it in that way, under the supervision of the council
selected from our organization. We therefore ask your assistance in releasing us from the
Wheeler Howard Act.”174

Collier responded on Ickes’ behalf, and assumed that the four

Meskwaki had “the wrong understanding of [the] act.” He then explained that the IRA would
“not disturb the manner in which the tribe now holds its lands,” before reaffirming that they
would have the opportunity to hold an election over the IRA.175
Still, many tribal members continued to have an unclear understanding of the IRA’s
provisions, leading them to oppose the bill on those grounds. Collier quickly requested that
173
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Nelson “report as to the attitude of [the] Indians [and] what influences, if any, are at work among
them to create a wrong impression” of the bill.176 To this, Nelson responded that based on his
observations at a recent tribal meeting, their “general feeling was favorable to the Act” and that
the opposition of a few did not represent the overall position of the tribe. The Meskwaki had
held a number of meetings by May 1935 where the provisions of the law were explained and
discussed in detail, and Nelson wrote that he had “endeavored to explain to them as clearly as I
understand the act,” though he admitted to feeling certain tribal members would be “much better
satisfied if someone from the office could visit the reservation prior to the election,” which had
been set for June 15.177
The OIA sent two representatives to Tama for meetings to discuss the IRA with the
Meskwaki in the weeks immediately preceding the election. Though the details of any meetings
between these representatives and the tribe are unknown, it is likely that they continued to push
the OIA’s support for the legislation, and their efforts paid off. During the election of June 15,
thirty-eight percent of eligible Meskwaki men and women accepted the IRA by a wide margin of
sixty-three to thirteen, despite the apparent lack of understanding for the IRA and the opposition
posted by certain members.178
The IRA election was notable for two main reasons, which exemplify efforts by
Meskwaki on both sides of the issue to advance their political agendas by working within the
non-Meskwaki electoral system. First, and most obviously, the Meskwaki accepted the law,
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moving it into the second phase of reorganization. Secondly, while the wide margin of victory
seemed to show an overwhelming amount of support for the IRA, the reality was more
complicated. The amount of Meskwaki “opposition was much greater than the number of ‘no’
votes would indicate,” as Daubenmier notes, because many tribal members who opposed the
measure intentionally abstained from the election.179
Indeed, the opposition attempted to nullify the election through boycott. Convention
holds that those Meskwaki who abstained simply did not understand democratic elections, or
thought they were following tribal custom and thus believed that by not showing up, they would
be counted as a vote against the IRA. Also, the low voter turnout could have resulted from tribal
members’ inability to travel to the balloting offices. However, both of these arguments fail to
recognize that many tribal members had been participating in white-style elections for over a
decade, and that agency reports describe the settlement as “small and [therefore] easy for the
voters to get together,” especially in the good weather offered by a June election. Thus, while
some members of the opposition did not understand the provisions of the law, this lack of
understanding of American legal parlance should not be equated with a lack of understanding for
the electoral process.180
A more likely explanation could be that the opposition misinterpreted Section 17 of the
IRA, leading them to believe that a loophole existed to stymie the legislation’s passage. Nelson
noted in a spring 1936 letter to Collier that those opposing the IRA “claim[ed] that it is necessary
179
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for at least thirty percent of the adult Indians of the reservation to sign a petition requesting and
authorizing the adoption of the proposed constitution and bylaws.”181 Though this letter came
several months after the 1935 election, it suggests that the anti-IRA Meskwaki thought that by
abstaining from the election the previous June, they could keep the electoral turnout below thirty
percent.

Doing so, they mistakenly believed, would disqualify the IRA.

However, their

interpretation of the law was inaccurate, and as the OIA explained to Nelson, a thirty-percent
petition requirement existed merely “as an alternative to meet a special case” in Section 17 of the
IRA, but only applied to tribal corporate charters, not elections for the IRA or for constitutional
ratification.182 Nevertheless, this suggests that the abstention vote was a calculated, if flawed,
effort on the part of some Meskwaki to prevent reorganization.183
The OIA and Meskwaki who supported the IRA disregarded their opposition as legally
naïve, and quickly set about drafting the Meskwaki constitution following their 1935 victory.
Several eager Meskwaki had elected a constitutional committee in 1934, while Congress still
debated the Wheeler-Howard Act. By 1935, that group was working in close conjunction with
the agency and took care in the crafting of the document over the course of some eighteen
months. Its members requested and amassed copies of constitutions from other tribes who had
already reorganized, and used them as frameworks while OIA agents made constant
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recommendations for the document’s form and language.184 Even with this influence over the
committee, the OIA agents left the majority of the legal decision making to the tribe. Indeed, the
committee proceeded very slowly through each stage of the process, wary of making mistakes or
coming to conclusions that the tribe might not accept. Observing this caution, field agent
Benjamin Reifel went so far as to call the committee “one of the most exacting that I have ever
worked with,” while another administrator called them “extraordinarily painstaking in their
deliberations.”185
Perhaps the most contentious disagreement between tribal members focused on the
redistribution of settlement land, a proposal that local agents observed would “give the greatest
difficulty” throughout the IRA process. While the tribe’s communal use-rights system likely
worked well in the settlement’s earliest years, by the early twentieth century, it created “wide
variances in land distribution [where] a few families had as much as 60 acres while others had
only enough for a homestead and garden.”186 Thus, proponents of a clause allowing the council
to reassign lands under the constitution intended to more equally share the settlement by
effectively undoing the plot-inheritance system. This measure met great resistance by those
Meskwaki who claimed use-rights to larger tracts of land. Those with greater acreage would
“rent or share-crop it to other members of the tribe,” as one federal official noted, making the
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land issue an important one, especially in the Depression-era economy.187 Land remained at the
center of Meskwaki political discourse, but where it had previously been a unifying buffer
between the tribe and external forces, by the 1930s, it also became a point of internal discord.
The committee searched for a politically balanced land reform process that would correct
the “inequitable land assignment arrangements” without alienating so many Meskwaki that they
refused to vote for the constitution. Its final version recognized extant land assignments, but
provided the tribal council with measured powers to reassign settlement land if, as Daubenmier
writes, “the assignee did not use it or if the assignee died and the council determined [that] the
assignee’s heirs did not need it.” The measure, despite this compromise, remained controversial
and continued to play a central role in the opposition that nearly stymied constitutional
ratification.188
Tribal citizenship was another major issue, and it too focused on concerns over land and
tribal resources. Though the tribe remained almost entirely composed of full-blooded Meskwaki,
by the mid-1930s some tribal members had married and/or had children with members of outside
tribes, though no evidence of intermarriage with whites exists.189 The Meskwaki Sam Slick
stated in a meeting with Superintendent Nelson over tribal adoption:
It should always be generally understood that [tribal] children should be enrolled
with the father. Because if we take in just anyone that makes an application for
enrollment, eventually there will be such a mix-up in the tribe that they would not
have any more regard for the real members of the tribe.
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Slick clarified that citizenship concerns were not merely based in chauvinistic debates over what
constituted a “real” Meskwaki. Instead, he continued, “we have seen [it] happen time and
again…where people come from other tribes and make their home here they take up the land
under [the inheritance] system and that is not the way we want things.”190 By raising this issue,
tribal members again forced the constitutional committee to find a politically balanced solution,
and thus demonstrate the potency of their influence. In another effort to placate both sides of a
hotly contested issue, the final constitution continued the patriarchal adoption system preferred
by Slick and others, but also provided the tribal council the authority to formally adopt children
of mixed Meskwaki lineage as they wished.
The committee struggled throughout 1937 to gain support for the document, despite such
efforts to craft a constitution that was both effective and politically palatable. The constitution
also reduced the age of qualification for a seat on the tribal council to twenty-five and opened
council seats to females – both controversial deviations from the form the chief’s council had
previously taken. Additionally, as Daubenmier notes, under reorganization, many duties that had
once been left to the chief’s council, “such as representing the tribe in negotiations with the
government and resolving disputes among its members,” would be transferred to the new,
elected council.191
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Opposition also continued because some tribal members remained unsure of the IRA’s
consequences.

The committee had numerous meetings throughout 1937 with agency

representatives as drafts of the Meskwaki constitution made rounds through the OIA. Federal
officials made various, and generally slight, changes to the document’s organization and
grammar during this time, while many who opposed the IRA continued to express a lack of full
constitutional understanding. That February, one such Meskwaki asked Charlotte Westwood, a
Department of the Interior official who had been working with the committee, “for a statement of
what a constitution is and the purposes of the proposed tribal constitution.” Westwood noted
later that she “believe[d] it was a serious request” as she had been told that many Meskwaki “do
not understand the purpose or meaning of [re]organization.”192 Tribal members who, as during
the 1935 election, may not have understood how the constitution worked, did understand that it
represented a shift in power dynamics, and many opposed it on those grounds.
Together, the high levels of political and economic complexity surrounding the IRA led
to a dramatic election on November 13, 1937. The constitution had received its final approval in
early autumn, after which the OIA set the election date and forwarded 200 copies of the
document to tribal members in a final effort to provide them with a clear knowledge of its
provisions and implications.193 It remains unclear whether this effort alleviated all or most of the
misunderstandings.

Either way, opposition to the IRA nearly derailed ratification.

On

November 13, with more than double the voter turnout from the previous election, the tribe
ratified the document by an excruciatingly narrow vote of eighty to seventy-eight. Assistant
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Secretary of the Interior Oscar L. Chapman approved the tribal constitution on December 20,
officially restructuring the Meskwaki government under the Indian Reorganization Act.194

Conclusion
After more than three years of debate, and some three decades in search of a return to the
form of self-governance they wielded before 1896, the Meskwaki entered 1938 with a new
constitution and the tools for exercising a form of self-governance through the twentieth century.
Unlike their 1935 effort, those Meskwaki who opposed the law apparently held a clearer
understanding of non-tribal electoral protocols, had not attempted a boycott in 1937. This should
not, however, be viewed as a sign of complacency or as an end to the partisanship that plagued
tribal politics. Indeed, just a week before final approval even occurred, a petition affixed with
over one-hundred signatures by Meskwaki who still preferred a return to the chief’s council, who
believed that the IRA unacceptably deviated from tribal custom, and who argued that tribal land
ownership entitled them to make political decisions without OIA interference arrived on the
Secretary of the Interior’s desk. It adamantly declared that: “[w]e members of the [Meskwaki
Tribe] at Tama Iowa are not satisfied with the election that was recently supposed to be held,
which was supposed to adopt a mode of handling the Indian lands that belong to us.”195
The anomalous history of the Meskwaki relationship to their land provides texture to the
multi-layered fabrics of Native history.

The dramatic oscillations of the settlement status

highlight the relationship between a material resource like land and the effectiveness of tribal
sovereignty. The tribe successfully resisted the OIA’s assimilatory efforts for four decades, and
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during that period, managed political and cultural affairs in their own ways and on their own
terms. A slow decline of Meskwaki political power followed the settlement’s transfer into
federal trust in 1896. The tribe did not lose ownership of their settlement in that transfer, but
over time, lost control of their political system as the OIA inserted itself into Meskwaki affairs
and internal partisanship crippled the tribal discourse.

These toxic conditions repeatedly

distracted the Meskwaki from the goal they carried throughout the early twentieth century: the
reaffirmation of the political autonomy they wielded before 1896. Partisanship nearly derailed
the IRA process in the 1930s, this time with land as much a wedge against tribal unity as an
anchor for unity, but the tribe narrowly reorganized under the constitution that governs them
today. That process was hotly contested in its own time and remains so. In fact, the tribe has
attempted to repeal or dramatically reform their constitution approximately once per decade over
the last seventy-five years, and discussions of yet another effort are presently making their way
around the settlement.196
Now, as in the 1930s, land anchors the Meskwaki concept of sovereignty to their internal
discourses over self-governance and their relationship to non-Native entities. As recently as
2011, a Meskwaki tribal judge dismissed the constitution as “flawed and biased from the start”
because in her view, the federal government forced the IRA onto her tribe.197 Aside from what it
may expose about one individual’s political proclivities, this statement illustrates the deep
Meskwaki discontent with interference into matters of tribal sovereignty, a sentiment reflected
by Tataposh and his fellow petitioners less than a month after constitutional ratification in
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November 1937. Their petition did not upend the IRA as its signers had hoped, but it reflects a
position that has dominated the tribal political consciousness since 1857: that the settlement lies
on the sovereign side of a clear tribal boundary.
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